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Abstract

The abstract meaning representation (AMR) is a graph-based semantic
representation of a natural language sentence that has been the target
of numerous studies – in particular, a collection of such graphs over a
small domain including the words boy, girl, want and believe has been
presented. We investigate the suitability of two hyperedge replacement
grammar based formalisms for the generation of AMRs in the form of
a case study using the aforementioned boy-girl domain. The first for-
malism is predictive top-down parsable grammars and the second one
is restricted directed acyclic graph grammars; we argue that the latter is
more suitable in this limited case. Furthermore, we claim that the do-
main must be extended in order to draw further conclusions, and that
other formalisms should then be considered since both grammar types
evaluated here show signs of not being able to handle the generation of
AMRs in general. Moreover, we provide a correctness proof for one of
the grammars used in this study.
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1 Introduction

The field of natural language processing (NLP) [8] concerns the analysis of natural lan-
guages by means of computational devices – included amongst its subfields are machine
translation, information retrieval and text classification. Two of the different aspects of a
natural language considered are syntax and semantics. In order for them to be studied, they
need to have formal representations as well as frameworks in which their properties can be
described – these are referred to as formalisms. Most studies focus on syntactic analysis,
and some well-known formalisms for describing syntax are the string grammars proposed
by Chomsky [10]; recall that these generate strings using a number of rewrite rules replac-
ing so-called nonterminal symbols of a string for substrings until the entire string consists of
terminal symbols (symbols from the alphabet of the grammar) – if the initial string consists
solely of a by the grammar defined start nonterminal, the resulting string is said to be in
the language defined by the grammar. Moreover, an important tool for developing analy-
sis methods is the usage of corpora, i.e., sets of natural language data for which some key
features are known. Corpora are extensively used in machine learning, which aims to train
algorithms to recognise certain features of the input data; this is a crucial part of language
processing that is vital in, e.g., text classification. Although there are numerous corpora
with known syntactic features (e.g., [29]) – in which the sentences are often represented in
the form of parse trees [28] – the same does not hold for semantic features. This is to an
extent because of semantics being more difficult to represent formally.

Machine learning in terms of grammars is done by algorithmically improving the gram-
mar in question by iteratively altering its rewrite rules until one or more (preferably large)
corpora of syntactically (or semantically) valid data are parsed with respect to the grammar.
This corresponds to solving a number of instances of the uniform membership problem, i.e.,
the problem of deciding if an input grammar can generate the input data (e.g. a string or
a tree). The resulting grammar can then be used together with its parsing algorithm alone
to determine whether or not the input data is syntactically (or semantically) valid. Since
natural languages are complex, the grammars attempting to represent them tend to grow
very large, and thereby also the overall execution time of their parsing algorithms. For an
analysis performing algorithm to be of use in NLP, it naturally has to be effective enough
to be run by a computer in reasonable time, which in practice translates to it having to
be a polynomial time algorithm (see [34] and [30]). Should a single instance of the uni-
form membership problem demand exponential time for a certain grammar type, training a
grammar of that type would be impossible.

A proposed semantic representation of a natural language sentence is the abstract mean-
ing representation (AMR) [25, 2], which has the form of a directed, rooted, acyclic, labelled
graph. The aim of current research on AMRs is to determine a suitable formalism that can
be used in combination with algorithms for parsing, recognising and generating them in
order to allow them to be incorporated into NLP methods. A formalism that has success-
fully been used as an intermediate step in machine translation [22] and in natural language
sentence to AMR parsing [31] is hyperedge replacement grammars (HRGs). An HRG [15]
is a context-free (hyper)graph grammar whose rewrite rules replace hyperedges (edges that
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Chapter 1. Introduction

can be connected to more than two nodes) with hypergraphs (graphs that can contain hyper-
edges). Note that the reason HRGs can generate AMRs is that AMRs are a specific kind of
graphs that are thereby nothing but a special case of hypergraphs.

What makes HRGs interesting in the context of NLP is that they have some nice proper-
ties: even though the problem of deciding whether or not an input hypergraph can be parsed
by a particular HRG (the non-uniform membership problem) is in general NP-complete,
the problem can be solved in polynomial time for certain subclasses of them [1, 24, 15].
An example of such a subclass is the so-called predictive top-down (PTD) parsable HRGs
(for the parsing algorithm and conditions for PTD parsability, see [14]). Another example
can be found in [4] where the narrower restricted directed acyclic graph (DAG) grammars
(which are also special HRGs) are handled. These two formalisms show that balancing the
need for a fast parsing algorithm with the desire to be able to generate as many types of
HRGs as possible can yield compromises in the form of polynomial-time decidable HRG
languages. However, it is not clear if they are well suited for AMR generation. Thus, in
this report, the two formalisms are evaluated and compared with respect to AMR generation
over a small domain, and we see that the restricted DAG grammars are more suitable in this
limited case. We also prove correctness for one of the PTD parsable grammars. Finally, it is
concluded that more extensive research on a larger domain is needed, and that neither of the
formalisms seen here seems to handle the generation of general AMRs well. This implies
that we must consider other combinations of formalisms and algorithms for using AMRs as
part of NLP applications.

The outline of this report is as follows. In Chapter 2, the problem is explained in more
detail, and based on this, we formulate the research questions that are to be answered in
this report. The theoretical framework regarding graphs and graph grammars is laid out in
Chapter 3, and we see a detailed description of AMRs in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5, a PTD
parsable grammar that generates AMRs over a small example domain is found together with
its proof of correctness and an extension of it with respect to the number of leaf nodes in the
generated AMRs. Similarly, we see a grammar in the form of a restricted DAG grammar
over the same example domain in Chapter 6. The different grammars and formalisms are
compared and discussed in Chapter 7, and finally, we revisit the results and formulate future
research questions in Chapter 8.
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2 Problem Description

In [9], it is claimed, but not shown, that the AMR language represented partly by the boy-
girl corpus [7] (a corpus of the 10000 smallest AMRs over the concepts girl, boy, want
and believe of which the two first mentioned can only be used at most once each in each
AMR) can be generated from an HRG. In the light of this, a case study [23] was performed
in which an implementation of the PTD parsing algorithm was used along with a PTD
parsable HRG – here referred to as the boy-girl grammar – for the boy-girl example (both
provided by the authors of [14]) in order to find out whether or not the boy-girl grammar
could generate all AMRs in the boy-girl corpus. The results show that only 8880 of the
10000 AMRs could in fact be generated by the boy-girl grammar. All AMRs that could not
be generated contained at least one of the concepts want and believe as a leaf node. In the
conclusion of [23], it is claimed that one should be able to generate all of the AMRs in the
corpus if the boy-girl grammar is suitably extended. However, these modifications have not
yet been attempted, and it is not certain that the result would be PTD parsable. Moreover,
the boy-girl grammar has not been checked for over-generation.

Since AMRs are simply acyclic, directed graphs, creating algorithms that parse more
general HRGs than those generating these particular graphs is unnecessary. This was used
as a motivation by the authors of [4] for developing the restricted DAG grammars. Even
though these grammars are in some sense optimised for AMR generation, this still does
not mean that they are well-suited for the general problem of AMR generation – hyperedge
replacement might not be powerful enough in itself.

2.1 Problem Statement

The objective of this study is to provide an extension of the work done in [23] by attempting
to answer the following questions:

1. Does adding rules that allow want and believe to be used as leaf nodes to the boy-
girl grammar affect its PTD parsability?

(a) If not, do we get a 100% coverage of the boy-girl corpus?

(b) If yes, why is that?

2. Can it be proved that the boy-girl grammar does not over-generate, i.e., that it only
generates graphs within the restricted domain of the boy-girl corpus that represent the
meaning of semantically correct natural language sentences?

3. Is it possible to construct a restricted DAG grammar of the type described in [4] for
the boy-girl example?

(a) If not, why? Can some of the restrictions be loosened in order to make it work
such that the polynomial parsing is kept?

(b) If yes, compare it to the PTD parsable grammar.

3



Chapter 2. Problem Description

Thus, we attempt to answer the questions asked in the previous study by extending and
proving correctness for the boy-girl grammar. Moreover, we consider not only the PTD
parsable grammar formalism, but also the restricted DAG grammars for AMR generation,
and evaluate the two formalisms with respect to the boy-girl example.
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3 Graphs and Graph Grammars

Here, the two main underlying data structures used in this report are defined, namely di-
rected graphs and hypergraphs. Even though the former is nothing but a special case of the
latter, we will start with directed graphs since they are more commonly known.

Moreover, we will look at graph grammars, and in particular, hyperedge replacement
grammars. Intuitively, a graph grammar is a system that can be used to generate the set
of graphs that fulfil certain structural properties; the grammar uses generative rules that
construct the graphs in a nondeterministic fashion in order to achieve this. Finally, we see
conditions for context-freeness and the context-freeness lemma.

3.1 Directed Graphs

Definitions and various properties of graphs as well as related terminology can be found in
numerous places, e.g. [35].

The basic definition of a graph G is that it consists of a pair (V,E) where V is a set of
elements referred to as nodes and E is a set of elements called edges; each edge consists of
a set of two nodes. Both the nodes and the edges of a graph can be labelled by adding a
function with the task of assigning labels to the graph component in question. For example,
a function labelV : V → N labels the nodes with natural numbers, and similarly, a function
labelE : E → R labels the edges with real numbers. Adding both labelling functions to the
graph yields G = (V,E, labelV , labelE).

The above definition gives us an undirected graph. Directions can easily be incorporated
into the graph by redefining E to instead of sets of nodes contain pairs of nodes (s, t) where
s is the source node of the edge and t is the target node. This transforms G into a directed
graph and we say that a particular edge goes from s to t. If we want to allow multiple edges,
i.e., that a pair of nodes can be connected by more than one edge, we let E be a multiset,
which is implicitly done in the context of directed graphs throughout this report.

Finally, some terminology for directed graphs is presented. A path is a sequence of
nodes v0v1v2...vn−1vn such that the edges (v0,v1), (v1,v2), ..., (vn−1,vn) belong to the graph
and vi 6= v j for i, j ∈ {0, ...,n}, i 6= j; a cycle is a path for which the edge (vn,v0) also exists.
If a graph contains at least one cycle, it is said to be cyclic; if not, it is acyclic. A node
with no outgoing edges is called a leaf node, and a non-leaf node is a node with at least one
outgoing edge. Here, we say that a node with no incoming edges is a root, and that a graph
containing at least one root is rooted.

3.2 Hypergraphs

Hypergraphs [16, 15, 14] generalise the concept of directed graphs by allowing edges that
connect more than two nodes in an ordered manner. In the following, let Σ be a ranked
alphabet, i.e., a finite set of symbols that are each implicitly assigned a rank such that
rank(σ)∈N for every σ∈ Σ; let V~ denote the set of all finite sequences without repetitions
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Chapter 3. Graphs and Graph Grammars

E2

E4
0

1

Figure 3.1: A hypergraph ({v0,v1,v2,v3},{e0,e1},att, label,ext) with label(e0) = E4,
att(e0) = v0v1v2v3, label(e1) = E2, att(e1) = v0v1 and ext = v1v2.

L

2

3

1

0

Figure 3.2: A hypergraph consisting of a single hyperedge e with nodes {v0,v1,v2,v3},
label(e) = L, att(e) = v0v1v2v3 and ext(e) = v0v1v2v3; L• in short.

of elements of V (ε denotes the empty sequence); and, for a particular sequence s ∈V~, let
|s| in analogy with the set notation for cardinality denote the number of elements of the
sequence, i.e., the length of s.

Definition 3.2.1 (Hypergraph). A hypergraph over Σ is a tuple H = (V,E,att, label,ext)
such that

• V is a finite set of nodes.

• E is a finite set of elements called hyperedges.

• att : E→V~ is the attachment of hyperedges.

• label : E → Σ such that rank(label(e)) = |att(e)| for all e ∈ E is the labelling of
hyperedges.

• ext ∈V~ is the sequence of external nodes.

An example of a hypergraph can be found in Figure 3.1 where the nodes are represented
by circles, the attachments are illustrated by dashed lines, and the label of a hyperedge is
placed in a square at its centre. The external nodes, which are going to fulfil a special
purpose in the definition of hyperedge replacement, are distinguished by being filled with
black and enumerated according to their position in the sequence. The attachment of each
hyperedge should also be indicated using numbers, but is here omitted as long as it is clear
from or irrelevant to the context.

If not otherwise specified, the components of a hypergraph H are denoted VH , EH , attH ,
labelH and extH . Moreover, we abbreviate rank(labelH(e)) with rankH(e) and extend the
rank function to hypergraphs by rank(H)= |extH |. Furthermore, we let A•=({v0, ...,vk−1},
{e},att, label,v0...vk−1) where label(e) = A and att(e) = v0...vk−1; i.e., A• denotes the hy-
pergraph consisting of the single hyperedge e labelled with A for which the attachment is
exactly the sequence of external nodes. For an example of such a graph, see Figure 3.2.
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3.3. Hyperedge Replacement

Note that a hypergraph H with the property rankH(e) = 2 for every e ∈ EH is equivalent
to a directed graph – the direction of a hyperedge e is decided by the order of attH(e).
Hypergraphs can, by definition, contain multiple hyperedges, i.e., two or more hyperedges
with the same attachment. Thus, representing a directed graph as a hypergraph removes the
necessity of using a multiset for its edges.

3.3 Hyperedge Replacement

In context-free string grammars (e.g. [27]), strings are built through the replacement of sym-
bols of strings by strings, i.e., atomic items are replaced by composites of them. The atomic
items in hypergraphs are nodes and hyperedges, and their composites are hypergraphs. For,
e.g., the NLC grammars in [21], the nodes are chosen to be replaced. Hyperedge replace-
ment [18, 19, 17], on the other hand, builds upon the idea of replacing a hyperedge contained
in a hypergraph by a hypergraph. Thus, we want to remove a hyperedge e from a hypergraph
H and insert a hypergraph H ′ where e used to be. For this to be possible, we must know
which of the nodes of H ′ are intended to correspond to the attached nodes of e. Due to this,
H ′ needs as many distinguished nodes – the external nodes – as e has attached nodes: we
require that rank(H ′) = rankH(e). The formal definition of hyperedge replacement follows.

Definition 3.3.1 (Hyperedge replacement). Let H and H ′ be hypergraphs such that
rank(H ′) = rankH(e) for e ∈ EH . Then the replacement of e in H by H ′ is well-defined,
denoted by H[e/H ′] and obtained by

1. removing e from H, yielding H0

2. adding VH ′ , EH ′ , attH ′ and labelH ′ to H, disjointly

3. equating the ith node of attH(e) with the ith node of extH ′ for i∈ {0, ..., rank(H ′)−1}.

For pairwise distinct hyperedges e0,e1, ...,ek ∈ EH and hypergraphs H0,H1, ...,Hk that
are such that the condition for being able to perform hyperedge replacement holds, we
abbreviate H[e0/H0][e1/H1]...[ek/Hk] by H[e0/H0,e1/H1, ...,ek/Hk].

3.4 Hyperedge Replacement Grammars

A hyperedge replacement grammar (HRG, see [17, 16, 15, 14]) is a system based on the
technique of hyperedge replacement; its formal definition follows.

Definition 3.4.1 (HRG). An HRG G is a tuple (Σ,N,R,S) where

• Σ is a non-empty, ranked alphabet.

• N ⊂ Σ is a non-empty, finite set of nonterminal hyperedge labels (nonterminals).

• R is a finite set of (rewrite) rules of the form A• ::= H consisting of a left-hand side
A• for which A ∈ N and a right-hand side H in the form of a hypergraph over Σ such
that rank(H) = rank(A).

• S ∈ N is the start symbol.

7



Chapter 3. Graphs and Graph Grammars

E4

2

3

1

0

::= E4′E2′
3

1

2

0

Figure 3.3: A rule with a left-hand side consisting of the hyperedge E4• with rank(E4•) =
4 and a right-hand side in the form of the hypergraph H with rank(H) = 4.

E2

E4

(0)

(1)

(2)

(3)
⇒

E2

E4′E2′

Figure 3.4: An application of a rule in which a replacement of the hyperedge labelled E4
is specified (the rule in Figure 3.3), deriving a new hypergraph. In order to clarify how the
rule is to be applied, the attachment order of the hyperedge labelled E4 is indicated using
numbers within parentheses.

Thus, the nonterminals can be seen as symbols marking which hyperedges can be re-
placed using suitable hyperedge replacements specified in the form of rules of the HRG.
Normally, the set Σ \N is referred to as terminal hyperedge labels (terminals); these are
used for labelling the hyperedges that cannot be replaced, and all of the hyperedges in every
hypergraph generated by the HRG are such terminal hyperedges. An example of a rule can
be seen in Figure 3.3. For a hypergraph H over Σ, if there is a rule (A• ::= H ′)∈ R and a hy-
peredge e∈EH such that labelH(e) =A, then we can perform the derivation H⇒G H[e/H ′].
An example of a derivation can be seen in Figure 3.4. Moreover, a derivation consisting of
n≥ 0 rule applications is denoted by⇒n

G , and⇒∗G is the reflexive transitive closure of the
derivation relation. Let HΣ\N denote the set of all hypergraphs over the set Σ\N. Then the
hypergraph language generated by G is L(G) = {H ∈ HΣ\N | S•⇒∗G H}. The components
of a grammar G can for clarity be denoted ΣG , NG , RG and SG .

3.5 Context-Freeness and the Context-Freeness Lemma

A rewriting system (such as an HRG) is in [11] said to be context-free if it has the two
properties listed below.

Confluence The order in which the rewrite rules are applied for distinct positions of the
structure they are applied to does not affect the result.

Associativity Applying a rewrite rule to an initial structure followed by an application of a
possibly different rewrite rule to the result is equivalent to performing the second rule
application first and then substitute the resulting component into the initial structure.
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3.5. Context-Freeness and the Context-Freeness Lemma

In [15], it is argued that these requirements are satisfied for HRGs. Intuitively, this is be-
cause of the fact that if the replacement of a hyperedge is well-defined, it can be performed
regardless of the surrounding graph, i.e., its context, which in its turn is not affected.

An important result for context-free graph grammars, and an alternative manner of ex-
pressing the context-freeness of these grammars, is the context-freeness lemma. Intuitively,
the lemma states that if we have a hypergraph H ′ containing the hyperedges e0, ...,ek−1
such that labelH ′(ei)∈N for i = 0, ...,k−1, it suffices to know which hypergraphs Hi can be
generated from each labelH ′(ei) in order to know exactly which hypergraphs can be derived
from H ′, namely those of the form H = H ′[e0/H0,e1/H1, ...,ek−1/Hk−1]. If we instead start
with A•, the first derivation step must result in H ′, which means that H ′ has to be the right-
hand side of a rule in which A• is the left-hand side. This yields a recursive formulation of
what can be generated from A•: the context-freeness lemma.

Theorem 3.5.1 (Context-freeness lemma [16, 15]). Let G be an HRG (Σ,N,R,S) and let
A ∈ N, H ∈HΣ\N and n,k ∈ N. Then there is a derivation

A•⇒n+1
G H

if and only if there is a rule (A•⇒G H ′) ∈ R, nonterminal hyperedges e0, ...,ek−1 ∈ EH ′ and
hypergraphs H0, ...,Hk−1 ∈HΣ\N with H = H ′[e0/H0,e1/H1, ...,ek−1/Hk−1] such that there
is a derivation labelH ′(ei)

•⇒ni
G Hi for each i ∈ {0, ...,k−1} and

k−1

∑
i=0

ni = n.

The context-freeness lemma is used to prove certain properties π for L(G). This is
done by first formulating properties πA for every A ∈ N that all hypergraphs H that can be
generated from A• are claimed to have; in particular, it should be the case that πS is at least
as strong as π. Then, each πA is shown to be fulfilled by H by applying the theorem under
the induction hypothesis that every Hi fulfils πlabelH′ (ei). Thus, the application of the context-
freeness lemma for all A ∈ N yields a proof of π for L(G) by simultaneous induction over
the length of the derivations.
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4 Abstract Meaning Representation

The purpose of the abstract meaning representation (AMR) is to represent the semantics of
a natural language sentence as opposed to its syntax, which is normally represented in the
form of a parse tree (e.g. in [28]). There is not yet a strict, formal definition for the AMR –
and we do not know if there will ever be one; it is instead thoroughly described in [2] and
in the AMR specification GitHub repository [3]. For any semantic representation, language
independence is desired; however, AMRs are biased towards English [2], and can – even
though they are close – not be considered an interlingua [36]. Here, a variation of the AMR
specification will be used in which we disregard certain subtle points that are irrelevant for
the considerations of this report.

An AMR is a rooted, directed, acyclic graph that is node and edge labelled. The nodes
are placeholders for concepts and the edge labels are used to represent the relations between
the concepts. The actual concepts and relations are formed by the node and edge labels,
respectively, and are normally chosen from and used as specified in OntoNotes [20, 32].
The concepts are straightforward in the sense that they are in practice the natural language
words that are usually related to the concepts, but the relations can be less intuitive. In this
report, the only relations used are arg0 and arg1, and they will always be used in a manner
such that arg0 targets the agent (the performer of an action represented by a verb) and arg1
points to the patient (the target of the action). See Figure 4.1 for an example of an AMR
and how it is to be interpreted.

Since an AMR is simply a representation of semantics, it can be realised into a natural
language sentence in more than one way. Taking the AMR in Figure 4.1 as an example, we
get the semantically equivalent English realisations “The girl wants the boy to believe her”,
“That the boy believes her is wanted by the girl” and “It is wanted by the girl that the boy
has belief in her”.

girl

want

believe

boy

arg0 arg1

arg0

arg1

Figure 4.1: An AMR representing the event want, where the wanter is the concept girl
and the wantee is the event believe for which the believer is the concept boy and the
believee is the formerly mentioned concept girl.
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Chapter 4. Abstract Meaning Representation

Because of the restricted nature of this study, in which we only regard AMRs over a
limited domain, we will not attempt to explain nor define AMRs in general. This was also
the motivation of creating the boy-girl corpus (see Section 4.1): to remove the complexity
of a complete semantic representation for natural language and focus only on a particular
case in order to make the evaluation of formalisms for AMRs easier.

Note that since hypergraphs are generalisations of directed graphs – and since AMRs
are graphs – AMRs are also hypergraphs. The representation of a node and edge labelled
directed graph G = (V,E, labelV , labelE) as a hypergraph H = (VH ,EH ,attH , labelH ,extH) is
obtained by defining the components of H in the following manner:

1. VH =V = {v0, ...,vk−1}

2. EH = E ′ ∪{edge(v0), ...,edge(vk−1)} where E ′ is a set of elements such that |E ′| =
|E|, and edge is a bijection from V to a set such that E ′∩{edge(vi)}= /0

3. attH(edge(v)) = v and labelH(edge(v)) = labelV (v) for each v ∈V

4. attH(e) = viv j and labelH(e) = labelE(e) for each e = (vi,v j) ∈ E

5. ext = ε.

That is, H is a graph over a ranked alphabet of hyperedge labels consisting of all con-
cepts and relations in which the concepts have rank 1 and the relations have rank 2. Thus,
the edges and edge labels are simply transferred to hyperedges and hyperedge labels, re-
spectively, whereas the nodes – which in themselves remain unchanged – do not have labels
but are given labels in the form of attached unary hyperedges that serve as label carriers.
The notation of incoming, outgoing, root and acyclic for components of H and H itself fol-
low from their definition in G by the direction of the hyperedges. Thus, if G, and thereby H,
is rooted and acyclic, H is an AMR. The manner in which an AMR is formally represented
will however not alter the way it is illustrated.

4.1 The Boy-Girl Corpus

The boy-girl corpus [7] is a collection of 10000 computer-generated AMRs along with up to
ten natural language realisations for each AMR. The AMRs of the corpus contain only the
concepts boy, girl, want and believe and the relations arg0 and arg1. Moreover, boy
and girl can occur at most once each in each AMR. Thus, the boy-girl AMRs represent
meanings regarding a single boy and a single girl as opposed to meanings of the form “Boy
Lars wants to believe boy Erik”. For example, the AMR in Figure 4.1 is in the corpus. The
purpose of the corpus is to provide a set of valid AMRs on which to conduct experiments in
order to test various hypotheses regarding AMRs – exactly this was done in [23].
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5 Predictive Top-Down Parsable Grammars

The parsing of a particular graph H with respect to a graph grammar G is the act of finding
a derivation of G that generates H. If there exists such a derivation, it can be concluded
that H ∈ L(G), otherwise, H /∈ L(G). Normally, one distinguishes between the uniform
membership problem, in which both G and H are inputs, and the non-uniform membership
problem, where only H is taken as input and G is given as part of the problem statement.
Naturally, the uniform version is harder since the non-uniform one is nothing but one of
its infinitely many special cases. For HRGs, the non-uniform membership problem is NP-
complete [1, 24, 15], and if P 6= NP, this means that the problem cannot be solved by a
computational device in polynomial time (see [34] for computability and [30] for complex-
ity classes).

In [14], predictive top-down (PTD) parsing – a parsing algorithm for HRGs in the uni-
form case – is presented. The method used is analogous to that of SLL(1) parsers [26] for
string languages, which are often used as part of programming language compilers [33].
Both parser types use top-down parsing, which means that they start with the start symbol
S of G and attempt to build the input graph H by using the rules of G . Another important
feature of SLL(1) parsers adopted by PTD parsers is the avoidance of the backtracking that
arises from systematically testing various rule combinations in order to generate the input
by predicting which nonterminals are the sources of what parts of the input – thereof pre-
dictive. Before arriving at the parsing itself, however, an extensive analysis of the input
grammar is performed. In short, the analysis determines the hyperedges that are potentially
attached to nodes that are part of the attachment of hyperedges labelled with nonterminals.
This information is gathered and used in order to create conditional rules for when to use
which rule of the grammar, and where in the input hypergraph to start the parsing. Due to
an exact information gathering being too computationally expensive, only a sufficient but
not a necessary condition is yielded. (For the full description of how the analysis is carried
out, see [14].) The grammars that pass the analysis are said to be PTD parsable.

First, we will see an example of a PTD parsable grammar that generates an AMR lan-
guage, which is in its turn specified thereafter; this is followed by a proof of correctness
for the grammar. Due to the AMR language being incomplete, we attempt to construct an
extension of the grammar to capture a larger set of AMRs over the same domain.

5.1 The Boy-Girl Grammar

The boy-girl grammar is an HRG Gb-g that was developed (along with numerous other
HRGs) by the authors of [14] in an attempt to define a language similar to the language in
part represented by the boy-girl corpus with the objective of testing their PTD parsing imple-
mentation. Formally, Gb-g = (Σ,N,R,S) where Σ \N = {boy,girl,want,believe,arg0,
arg1}with rank(boy) = rank(girl) = rank(want) = rank(believe) = 1 and rank(argi) =
2 for i ∈ {0,1}. For N and R, see the entire grammar in its original file format in Ap-
pendix A.1, or in the more reader-friendly, drawn version shown below.
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(a) ::=Z
S+

boy girl

S+′

boy

S+′

girl

(b) ::=S+
S

V

S

V

S+

0y 1z
0y 1z

0y 1z

(c) ::=
S+′

S′

V

S′

V

S+′0y

0y 0y

(d) ::=S A0 A1
A0 A1

0x

1y 2z

0x

1y 2z

0x

1y 2z

0x

1y 2z

(e) ::=A0

0x

1y 2z

0x

1y 2z

0x

1y 2zar
g0

arg0

(f) ::=A1
S

V
0x

1y 2z

0x

1y 2z

0x

1y 2zar
g1

arg1

2z1y

arg10x

(g) ::=S′ A1′ A1′

0x

1y

arg0

0x

1y

0x

1y

arg0

0x

1y
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(h) ::=A1′
V

S′

0x

1y

arg1

0x

1y

arg1

1y

0x

(i) ::=V want believe

Nonterminal labels are capital letters and vertical lines separate right-hand sides that
share the same left-hand side. In order to make the grammar more compact and intuitive,
the nonterminal V here represents a single node with a unary hyperedge labelled V ; this
allows us to directly replace V with a want or believe concept in analogy with how the
AMRs are illustrated. The direction of each binary, terminal hyperedge is indicated with an
arrow. In order to make it clear how the file format relates to the drawn format, we have
added subscripts to the numbers enumerating the external nodes in the form of the name
of the enumerated node as defined in the file version. However, it should be noted that
the grammar versions differ slightly in that in this drawn one, the stmt terminal has been
removed (it simply marks a root for the PTD parsing procedure). Moreover, this grammar is
simplified in the sense that some rules have been combined into one to decrease the number
of rules in the grammar. An example derivation can be seen in Figure 5.1.

Z ⇒
(a)-1

S+

boy girl

⇒
(b)-1

S

V

boy girl

⇒
(d)-3 A0

V

A1

boy girl

⇒
(f)-2 A0

V

boy girl

arg1

⇒
(e)-1

V

boy girl

ar
g0

arg1

⇒
(i)-1

want

boy girl

ar
g0

arg1

Figure 5.1: An example derivation using the boy-girl grammar. For each step in the deriva-
tion, the rule used is indicated above the derivation operator using a reference to a set of
rules of the grammar along with an index; for example, (a)-1 means that the first rule for
which the left-hand side contains the Z nonterminal (the rules numbered by (a)) is used.
The resulting AMR can be realised into “The boy wants the girl”.
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boy

want

believe

want

girl

ar
g0

arg1 ar
g1

arg0

arg0

arg1

Figure 5.2: An AMR representing the meaning “The boy wants that the girl believes herself
and the girl wants to believe herself” that is minimal with respect to the number of nodes,
but cannot be generated by the boy-girl grammar.

boy

want

believe girl

want

believe

ar
g0

arg1

arg1ar
g0

arg0

arg1

arg1

arg0

Figure 5.3: An AMR representing the meaning “The boy wants that the girl believes herself
and the girl wants to believe herself” that is not minimal with respect to the number of
nodes, but can be generated by the boy-girl grammar.

Note that the boy-girl grammar can generate graphs that are disconnected with at most
two components: one containing the node labelled boy and the other one containing the
node labelled girl. In case of a disconnected graph, one of the components can consist
of a single node, namely either the one labelled boy or the one labelled girl. Moreover,
the grammar cannot generate, e.g., the graph in Figure 5.2, which represents exactly the
same meaning as the generatable graph in Figure 5.3, but that is in contrast minimal with
respect to the number of nodes. This is in some sense because of the grammar being unable
to recognise that both want events refer to the same believe event, creating the need to
duplicate the believe event for every other node referring to it in order for the grammar
to be able to generate it. In effect, the grammar only generates graphs in which only the
boy and girl concepts that are represented by unique leaf nodes can have several incoming
edges – the other nodes can only have one incoming arg1 edge each. Even though it is
evidently harder to include in a grammar-defined language, the minimal version should
be preferred: if all AMRs are minimal, space is saved, and comparing them is less time-
consuming. Moreover, it seems to make more sense from a semantic point of view.

5.2 Definition of the Boy-Girl Language

In order to be able to prove that the grammar generates the boy-girl language, we must
have a clear idea of the properties of the graphs in the language, allowing us to tell if the
grammar-generated graphs reflect them. Observations made by examination of both the
boy-girl corpus and the boy-girl grammar has allowed us to define the boy-girl language
formally in three steps. First, necessary and sufficient conditions for the relation usage are
defined. Intuitively, these conditions make sure that the structure of the graph is correct. For
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instance, the non-leaf nodes cannot have incoming arg0 edges and at most two outgoing
ones – one labelled arg0 and one labelled arg1. In terms of the meaning that is represented,
this translates into the agent always being one of boy or girl and the patient being a unique
person or event. The full set of conditions follows.

Definition 5.2.1 (Arg0-1 skeleton). An arg0-1 skeleton over a set of nodes U is a directed,
edge labelled graph G for which the following conditions hold:

1. G is acyclic.

2. The edge labels are arg0 and arg1.

3. The nodes in U are exactly the leaf nodes of G.

4. Every node has at most one outgoing edge labelled argi for every i ∈ {0,1}.

5. Every node v∈VG\U has at most one incoming edge, and this edge is labelled arg1.

6. Not all of the nodes of G are in U.

Now when having formally defined the properties of a graph that uses the relations
correctly, we can add the concepts. Specifically, we introduce the four possible node labels
with the restrictions that boy and girl only can be used once each, and that they are the
only possible labels for leaf nodes. In the following, let G− denote the graph obtained by
removing all node labels from a graph G.

Definition 5.2.2 (Boy-girl graph). A boy-girl graph is a directed node and edge labelled
graph G over the alphabet Σb-g = {boy, girl, want, believe} such that

• every node has a unique label in Σb-g,

• there is at most one node with label l for each l ∈ {boy, girl}, and

• if U is the set of nodes with labels in {boy, girl}, then G− is an arg0-1 skeleton
over U.

Finally, specifying the boy-girl language can be done using the above definitions.

Definition 5.2.3 (Boy-girl language). The boy-girl language Lb-g is the language of all
non-empty boy-girl graphs.

5.3 Correctness Proof for the Boy-Girl Grammar

Here, we prove the correctness of the boy-girl grammar (as defined in Section 5.1) with
respect to the definition of the boy-girl language from the previous section. Since all AMRs
are in this context represented as hypergraphs, we will for simplicity refer to hypergraphs as
graphs. Recall that when we talk about node labels, we refer to the labels of unary terminal
hyperedges, each attached to a node. Thus, H− here denotes the result when removing all
of the unary terminal hyperedges from a graph H. In order to simplify the proof, let the
nonterminal V in the grammar be identified with a node labelled either want or believe. In
the following, let extH(i) denote the external node of H enumerated by i (when originating
from the grammar, i has a subscript in the form of the identifier of the external node itself).
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Theorem 5.3.1 (Correctness of the boy-girl grammar). The boy-girl grammar generates
exactly the boy-girl language. That is, L(Gb-g) = Lb-g.

In order to prove the theorem, we split it into its two inclusions and prove each of them
separately. We only prove the case when H contains both the node labelled boy and the node
labelled girl. The proof for the case when only one of the boy or girl node is contained
in H is similar; in fact, the graphs that can be generated from the two remaining rules for
Z can also be generated using the first rule in the form of one of the two components of H
in the special case when H is disconnected. The context-freeness lemma (Theorem 3.5.1)
is used throughout, but is only explicitly mentioned in the proof of the first claim for each
implication.

Lemma 5.3.1. L(Gb-g)⊆ Lb-g, i.e., every graph that can be generated by the boy-girl gram-
mar is in the boy-girl language.

Proof. We must make sure that the usage of any combination of rules generates a graph
in the boy-girl language. This is done by proving a number of claims by simultaneous
induction over the length of derivations.

Note that all non-external nodes of a graph generated by Gb-g from any of its left-hand
sides are labelled from Σb-g since there is not any such node that is added to the graph
without also adding a label from Σb-g to it. Moreover, for a graph in L(Gb-g), nodes labelled
boy or girl can only be added in the very first step of the derivation, which means that
there is trivially at most one of each and that the rest of the nodes of the graph are labelled
either want or believe. Specifically, this implies that the only rule(s) that can generate the
node labels boy and girl all have the nonterminal Z in their left-hand side. Finally, we see
that there is no rule that adds an additional label to a node. These observations will be used
without explicit mentioning.

Let H ∈HΣb-g in the following.

Claim (Z). If Z• ⇒∗Gb-g
H, then H is a boy-girl graph, i.e, H− is an arg0-1 skeleton over

{v1,v2}, where v1 and v2 are the unique nodes of H labelled boy and girl, respectively.

Claim (S+). If S+•⇒∗Gb-g
H, then all node labels of H are in {want,believe} and H− is an

arg0-1 skeleton over {extH(0y),extH(1z)}. Moreover, H has k ≥ 1 labelled roots.

Claim (S). If S•⇒∗Gb-g
H, then all node labels of H are in {want,believe} and H− is an

arg0-1 skeleton over {extH(1y),extH(2z)} in which extH(0x) is the unique root that has at
least one outgoing hyperedge.

Claim (A0). If A0• ⇒∗Gb-g
H, then H− is exactly the graph of the three nodes extH(0x),

extH(1y) and extH(2z) such that one of {extH(1y),extH(2z)} has an incoming hyperedge
labelled arg0 from extH(0x).

Claim (A1). If A1• ⇒∗Gb-g
H, then all node labels of H are in {want,believe}, H− is an

arg0-1 skeleton over {extH(1y),extH(2z)}, and extH(0x) is a root with exactly one outgoing
hyperedge, which is labelled arg1.

Proof (Claim (Z)). Since we have restricted ourselves to the case of two leaf nodes in the
generated graph, we only have to consider the first rule for Z•, here denoted by Z• ⇒Gb-g

HZ . Note that HZ consists of two nodes labelled boy and girl and a single hyperedge e
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labelled with the nonterminal S+. By the context-freeness lemma (Theorem 3.5.1), there is
a derivation S+• ⇒∗Gb-g

HS+ such that H = HZ[e/HS+]. This implies that H− = H−S+ with
v1 = extHS+(0y) and v2 = extHS+(1z). Claim (Z) then follows from the stronger Claim (S+),
which HS+ satisfies by the induction hypothesis.

Proof (Claim (S+)). Here, there are two rules and thereby two cases to consider.

1. First, we have the rule S+•⇒Gb-g HS+, where HS+ is effectively the graph defined by
({x,y,z},{e0,e1},attHS+ , labelHS+ ,extHS+) for which attHS+(e0) = x, attHS+(e1) = xyz,
labelHS+(e0) = V , labelHS+(e1) = S and extHS+ = yz; note that x is a labelled root in
HS+. There is a derivation S•⇒∗Gb-g

HS such that H = HS+[e1/HS] with extHS(0x) = x,
extHS(1y) = y and extHS(2z) = z. By Claim (S), extHS(0x) is a root, which means
that the labelled node x remains a root when part of H. Moreover, H−S is an arg0-1
skeleton over {extHS(1y),extHS(2z)}, which yields that H− is an arg0-1 skeleton over
{extH(0y),extH(1z)}. Thus, we have shown that the conditions of Claim (S+) are
fulfilled for H with k = 1 root.

2. The second and last rule is S+• ⇒Gb-g H2
S+, where H2

S+ is as HS+ above except for
S+• being kept throughout the derivation; let the hyperedge labelled with S+ in H2

S+
be denoted by e2. We have that there are derivations S+•⇒∗Gb-g

H1
S+ and S•⇒∗Gb-g

HS

such that H = H2
S+[e1/HS,e2/H1

S+] with extH(0y) = y = extHS(1y) = extH1
S+
(0y) and

extH(1z) = z = extHS(2z) = extH1
S+
(1z). Combining Claim (S) and (S+) yields that

H− is an arg0-1 skeleton over {extH(0y),extH(1z)} with k ≥ 2 roots (we are given
that HS contains one root and that H1

S+ contains one or more roots).

Proof (Claim (S)). Here we have three rules and thereby three cases.

1. For the first rule, namely S• ⇒Gb-g A0•, we can use Claim (A0) directly, yielding
S• ⇒Gb-g A0• ⇒Gb-g H. Knowing exactly what H looks like, we can immediately
conclude that H− becomes an arg0-1 skeleton over {extH(1y),extH(2z)}, and that
extH(0x) is the unique root with an outgoing hyperedge (i.e., the one labelled arg0).

2. The next rule is S• ⇒Gb-g A1•. Similarly to the previous case, we get S• ⇒Gb-g

A1• ⇒∗Gb-g
H and can exploit the things we know about H through Claim (A1) in

order to draw conclusions about it. The results for A1 being slightly more specific
yields that Claim (S) holds.

3. The final rule S•⇒Gb-g HS leaves us with HS containing two hyperedges, e0 labelled
A0 and e1 labelled A1. We get H = HS[e0/HA0,e1/HA1], and our knowledge about the
graphs HA0 and HA1 generated from A0• and A1•, respectively, tells us that extH(0x)
has no incoming, but exactly two outgoing hyperedges: one labelled arg0 and the
other one labelled arg1. Thus, H− is an arg0-1 skeleton over {extH(1y),extH(2z)} in
which extH(0x) is the unique root with at least one outgoing hyperedge.

Proof (Claim (A0)). Applying any of the the two rules for A0• yields the derivation A0•⇒Gb-g

H, where H is exactly the graph with the three nodes extH(0x), extH(1y) and extH(2z)
that has a single hyperedge labelled arg0 from extH(0x) to either extH(1y) or extH(2z), as
claimed.

Proof (Claim (A1)). Three right-hand sides for the left-hand side A1• give us three cases,
whereof the first two are handled jointly.
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1. The cases for the first and second rule are identical to the proof for Claim (A0) except
for the hyperedge label being arg1; note that we have exactly one outgoing hyperedge
from – but no incoming ones to – extH(0x) in both cases, i.e., extH(0x) is the sought-
for root.

2. The third rule A1•⇒Gb-g HA1 yields HA1 which contains a nonterminal hyperedge e0
labelled S and an arg1 hyperedge from extHA1(0x) to extS•(0x) – a node labelled ei-
ther want or believe. We have S•⇒∗Gb-g

HS, and thereby H = HA1[e0/HS]. Claim (S)
together with the fact that extH(0x)= extHA1(0x) has exactly one outgoing arg1 hyper-
edge yields that H− is an arg0-1 skeleton over {extH(1y),extH(2z)} in which extH(0x)
is a root with exactly one outgoing hyperedge, which is labelled arg1.

Having proved all the claims by a simultaneous induction, we are now done, i.e., we
have proved that the boy-girl grammar can generate every graph of the boy-girl language
(Definition 5.2.3).

�

Lemma 5.3.2. Lb-g ⊆ L(Gb-g), i.e., every graph in the boy-girl language can be generated
by the boy-girl grammar.

Proof. The objective is to find a derivation for each graph in the boy-girl language. (Note
that every graph H over Σb-g for which H− is an arg0-1 skeleton over {v1,v2}, where v1,v2 ∈
VH are the unique nodes such that labelH(v1) = boy and labelH(v2) = girl, is a boy-girl
graph.) In order to do this, for each nonterminal A, we formulate conditions that must be
fulfilled by a graph to be derivable from A• in the form of claims. Let the size of a graph
H be given by |H| = |VH |+ |EH |, let Z > S+ > S > Ai for i = 0,1 be the ordering of the
elements in NGb-g , and we say that (H,A) > (H ′,B) if either |H| > |H ′| or |H| = |H ′| and
A>B for H,H ′ ∈ Lb-g and A,B∈NGb-g . The claims are proved using simultaneous induction
over the combined graph-nonterminal sizes (H,A).

In the following, it is implicit that if a node v of H is external, it is also unlabelled.

Claim (Z). Let H be a boy-girl graph, that is, a graph over Σb-g such that H− is an arg0-1
skeleton over {v1,v2}, where v1 and v2 are the unique nodes of H labelled boy and girl,
respectively. Then Z•⇒∗Gb-g

H.

Claim (S+). Let H be a graph with rank(H) = 2 such that every labelled node has a label
from {want,believe}, and let H contain k ≥ 1 labelled roots. Moreover, let H− be an
arg0-1 skeleton over {extH(0),extH(1)}. Then S+•⇒∗Gb-g

H.

Claim (S). Let H be a graph with rank(H) = 3 such that every labelled node has a label
from {want,believe}, and let H− be an arg0-1 skeleton over {extH(1),extH(2)} in which
extH(0) is the unique root that has at least one outgoing hyperedge. Then S•⇒∗Gb-g

H.

Claim (A0). If H is exactly the graph of the three nodes extH(0), extH(1) and extH(2) such
that one of the nodes in {extH(1),extH(2)} has an incoming hyperedge labelled arg0 from
extH(0), then A0•⇒∗Gb-g

H.

Claim (A1). Let H be a graph with rank(H) = 3 such that every labelled node has a label
from {want,believe}, and let extH(0) be a root with exactly one outgoing hyperedge,
which is labelled arg1. Moreover, let H− be an arg0-1 skeleton over {extH(1),extH(2)}.
Then A1•⇒∗Gb-g

H.
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Proof (Claim (Z)). Let H be as in Claim (Z), i.e., let H be a graph over Σb-g in which v1
and v2 are the nodes labelled boy and girl, respectively, and let H− be a boy-girl skeleton
over {v1,v2}. Let H = HZ[e/HS+] be the decomposition of H such that HZ is as in the rule
Z• ⇒Gb-g HZ – HZ consists of the two nodes x and y labelled boy and girl, respectively,
and a single hyperedge e with labelHZ (e) = S+. Since we must have identified x with v1
and y with v2 before the decomposition (H can only contain one each of boy and girl),
HS+ must be a graph of rank 2 whose labels are want or believe, and H−S+ must be an
arg0-1 skeleton over {extHS+(0),extHS+(1)}. The fact that (H,Z)> (HS+,S+) and that HS+

fulfils the conditions in Claim (S+) gives us by the induction hypothesis that there is a
derivation S+•⇒∗Gb-g

HS+. Finally, applying the context-freeness lemma (Theorem 3.5.1)
yields Z•⇒Gb-g HZ ⇒∗Gb-g

HZ[e/HS+] = H.

Proof (Claim (S+)). Here, we consider two cases. Below, let H be as in Claim (S+).

1. First, we have the case when H has exactly one labelled root with at least one out-
going hyperedge. Let H = HS+[e1/HS] be the decomposition of H such that HS+ is
as in S+•⇒Gb-g HS+, i.e., HS+ is the graph ({x,y,z},{e0,e1},attHS+ , labelHS+ ,extHS+)
for which attHS+(e0) = x, attHS+(e1) = xyz, labelHS+(e0) = V , labelHS+(e1) = S and
extHS+ = yz. Note that x is a labelled root in HS+. We have that extHS(0) = x,
extHS(1) = y = extH(0) and extHS(2) = z = extH(1) in H. Then HS must be a graph
of rank 3 whose node labels are either want or believe, extHS(0x) must be its
unique root with at least one outgoing hyperedge, and H−S must be an arg0-1 skeleton
over {extHS(1),extHS(2)}. Then HS fulfils the conditions in Claim (S), whose result,
S•⇒∗Gb-g

HS, together with the above yields S+•⇒∗Gb-g
H.

2. The remaining case is when H contains k≥ 2 such roots. Let H =H2
S+[e1/HS,e2/HS+]

be the decomposition of H with respect to the second rule for S+•, namely S+•⇒Gb-g

H2
S+. Thus, H2

S+ is defined as HS+ was in the previous case (in particular, it has the
labelled root x), but with an additional hyperedge e2 labelled with S+ for which
attH2

S+
(e2) = yz. This means that HS and HS+ are only connected in y and z in H.

Thus, HS must be as previously, and HS+ must be of rank 2, be labelled only from
{want,believe} and H−S+ must be a boy-girl skeleton over {extHS+(0y),extHS+(1z)}.
Moreover, in order for H to have the k ≥ 2 wanted roots, HS+ must contain one or
more labelled roots with at least one outgoing edge. These properties allow us to
use the derivation S+• ⇒∗Gb-g

HS+ from Claim (S+) along with S• ⇒∗Gb-g
HS from

Claim (S) in order to yield S+•⇒Gb-g H2
S+⇒∗Gb-g

H2
S+[e1/HS,e2/HS+] = H.

Proof (Claim (S)). This proof is split into three cases: the first is the case when extH(0)
has exactly one outgoing hyperedge, which is labelled arg0, the second is the one when
the single hyperedge is labelled arg1, and finally, the case when extH(0) has exactly two
outgoing hyperedges (labelled arg0 and arg1) is handled.

1. Let H = A0•[e0/HA0] with labelA0•(e0) = A0 be the decomposition in which A0• is
as in the rule S•⇒Gb-g A0•. We get extHA0(0x) = extA0•(0x) = extH(0), extHA0(1y) =
extA0•(1y) = extH(1) and extHA0(2z) = extA0•(2z) = extH(2). Then HA0 must be a
graph of rank 3 whose node labels are either want or believe such that extHA0(0x)
has exactly one hyperedge connected to it, which must be outgoing and labelled
with arg0, and H−A0 is an arg0-1 skeleton over {extHA0(1y),extHA0(2z)}. These condi-
tions being met together with having (H,S) = (HA0,S) > (HA0,A0) allows us to use
Claim (A0), by which S•⇒∗Gb-g

H is yielded.
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2. Let H = A1•[e1/HA1] with labelA1•(e1) = A1 be the decomposition characterised by
the rule S•⇒Gb-g A1•; we are given extHA1(0x) = extA1•(0x) = extH(0), extHA1(1y) =
extA1•(1y) = extH(1) and extHA1(2z) = extA1•(2z) = extH(2). Then HA1 must be a
graph of rank 3 such that its node labels are in {want,believe}, extHA1(0x) has to
have exactly one hyperedge connected to it, which has to be outgoing and labelled
with arg1, and H−A1 must be an arg0-1 skeleton over {extHA1(1y),extHA1(2z)}. The
conditions of Claim (A1) being fulfilled by HA1 now yields S•⇒∗Gb-g

H.

3. Decomposing H by H =HS[e0/HA0,e1/HA1] with labelHS(e0) =A0 and labelHS(e1) =
A1 with respect to the rule S• ⇒Gb-g HS in which HS is the graph consisting of ex-
actly one each of A0• and A1• – attached as extA0•(0x) = extA1•(0x) = extHS(0x),
extA0•(1y)= extA1•(1y)= extHS(1y) and extA0•(2z)= extA1•(2z)= extHS(2z) – gives us
that in H, extHA0(0x) = extHA1(0x) = extHS(0x) = extH(0), extHA0(1y) = extHA1(1y) =
extHS(1y) = extH(1) and extHA0(2z) = extHA1(2z) = extHS(2z) = extH(2). Thus, both
HA0 and HA1 must be graphs of rank 3 such that their node labels are either want
or believe, and extHA0(0x) = extHA1(0x) must have exactly one outgoing hyperedge
from each of them, one labelled arg0 and the other one labelled arg1. Moreover, both
H−A0 and H−A1 have to be boy-girl skeletons over {extHAi(1),extHAi(2)} for i = 1,2, re-
spectively. Choosing HA0 to contain the arg0 hyperedge fulfils the conditions of
Claim (A0), and letting HA1 be the origin of the arg1 hyperedge fulfils the conditions
of Claim (A1). By the aforementioned claims, S•⇒∗Gb-g

H.

Proof (Claim (A0)). Let H be as in Claim (A0), i.e., let H be a graph of the three nodes
x, y and z that has a single arg0 labelled hyperedge that goes from x to either y or z. The
case when the hyperedge ends in y can trivially be generated by the first rule for A0•, and
the same result is achieved by using the second rule for A0• in the case when the hyperedge
ends in z. Thus, A0•⇒∗Gb-g

H.

Proof (Claim (A1)). The proof for the case when H contains exactly one hyperedge –
namely the one labelled arg1 – is analogous to the proof for Claim (A0) using the two first
rules for A1•. Now, let H contain more than one hyperedge and consider the decomposi-
tion H = HA1[e0/HS], labelHA1(e0) = S, with respect to the third rule, namely A1• ⇒Gb-g

HA1. We have extHA1(0x) = extH(0), extHS(1) = extHA1(1y) = extH(1), and extHS(2) =
extHA1(2z) = extH(2). HA1 contains a hyperedge labelled arg1 going from extHA1(0x) to
e ∈ EHA1 for which labelHA1(e) =V , and e = extHS(0). Thus, HS has to be a graph of rank 3
whose node labels are from {want,believe}, and H−S must be an arg0-1 skeleton over
{extHS(1),extHS(2)} in which extH(0) is the unique root, and that has at least one outgoing
hyperedge labelled arg1. From the result in Claim (S), whose conditions are fulfilled by
HS, it now follows that A1•⇒∗Gb-g

H.

The simultaneous induction over the graph-nonterminal sizes together with all of the
proven claims yields that every graph in the boy-girl language (Definition 5.2.3) can be
generated by the boy-girl grammar.

�

5.4 Extending the Boy-Girl Grammar

Here, we attempt to extend the boy-girl grammar to include AMRs that we believe should
also be in the boy-girl language but are currently not. Specifically, in [23], it was concluded
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girl

want

believe

arg0 arg1

Figure 5.4: An AMR representing the meaning conveyed by the sentence “The girl wants
to believe”.

that the boy-girl grammar cannot generate AMRs in which nodes labelled want or believe
are leaf nodes – an example of such an AMR can be seen in Figure 5.4. Thus, we make an
effort to add rules to the boy-girl grammar in Section 5.1 in order to allow this case.

The extension of the grammar was done by first considering all possible combinations
of leaf nodes and then adding nonterminals and rules corresponding to (1) adding a want
or believe labelled root, (2) adding a want or believe labelled node below another by
connecting them with an arg1 labelled edge directed from the former to the latter, and (3)
adding the proper edges from each node to the leaf nodes which are to be referred. Below,
the rules that were added for the case when the resulting graphs have all four of boy, girl,
want and believe as leaf nodes can be seen. The final result can be found in Appendix A.2.

(j) ::=Z
S4+

girlboy want believe

(k) ::=S4+
S4

V

S4

V

S4+

0y 1z 2u 3v
0y 1z 2u 3v

0y 1z 2u 3v

(l) ::=S4 A4-0 A4-1

0x

1y 2z 3u 4v

0x

1y 2z 3u 4v

0x

1y 2z 3u 4v

(m) ::=S4
A4-0 A4-1

0x

1y 2z 3u 4v

0x

1y 2z 3u 4v
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(n) ::=A4-1

0x

1y 2z 3u 4v

0x

1y 2z 3u 4v

0x

1y 2z 3u 4v

ar
g1

ar
g1

(o) ::=A4-1

0x

1y 2z 3u 4v

0x

1y 2z 3u 4v

0x

1y 2z 3u 4v

arg1

arg1

(p) ::=A4-1
S4

V0x

1y 2z 3u 4v

1y 2z 3u 4v

arg10x

However, running this extended grammar through the PTD parsing implementation
yields the result that it is in fact not PTD parsable. A simple solution to this – that is
verified by the PTD parsing implementation – is to define new node labels for the special
case when the concepts want and believe are used in a context in which they are repre-
sented as leaf nodes. Although it solves this particular problem, distinguishing node labels
that represent the same concept is not desirable.

The reason why the extended boy-girl grammar is not PTD parsable is due to the fact
that the rules with the start symbol Z on their left-hand sides are not separated. Without
going into too much detail, this means that the same collection of hyperedge labels can be
achieved by using different start rules. For example, first using the rule that produces a girl,
a want and a believe labelled node followed by using the appropriate rules until we have
the collection [girl,want,arg1,2×believe] is considered the same thing as starting with
the rule that produces a single girl labelled node and proceeding with rule applications
until we have achieved the same collection. This might seem odd, but since it is only part of
the analysis – not of the actual parsing, it has not yet been decided what labels are mapped
to which nodes of the input graph. The analysis is mainly based on which collections of
labels can be produced by the grammar. One may thus conclude – with caution due to the
lack of a formal proof, that the desired extension cannot be done (not even with a different
construction) while retaining PTD parsability unless the graphs themselves are changed.

It should be noted that we do not have the same problem in the non-extended boy-girl
grammar since we always start out with one of the three collections [boy,girl], [boy] or
[girl], and can thereafter never add any occurrence of boy nor girl, creating two equal
collections for different right-hand sides for the same left-hand side.
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6 Restricted DAG Grammars

A parsing algorithm for another restricted type of HRGs that generate certain directed
acyclic graphs (DAGs) – thus called restricted DAG grammars – was developed by the
authors of [4] after having noted that even though the PTD parsing algorithm is polynomial,
the analysis preceding the actual parsing that determines whether or not the input grammar
is PTD parsable is not guaranteed to be done in polynomial time. The actual restrictions put
on the grammars to allow their uniform membership problem to be solved in polynomial
time were in fact motivated by AMRs – focusing on AMR language generating grammars
to be included amongst the parsable grammars.

Unlike the PTD parsing algorithm, this algorithm uses bottom-up parsing, which implies
that instead of starting with the start symbol S, the algorithm starts with the input graph
and attempts to match the rules of the grammar in a backwards manner until S is reached.
Another difference is that here, the parsing is formulated in terms of the definition of the
grammars it can parse instead of the parsable grammars being defined as those that pass a
certain analysis, which by extension means that the restricted DAG parsable grammars have
a much simpler definition than PTD parsable ones, as we will see. As a grammar designer,
one can thus easily make sure that the grammar is indeed of the required type.

Since the objective of this report is to evaluate the suitability for AMR generation of
various grammars, we will not present the algorithm, but simply note that if we build a
restricted DAG grammar that generates AMRs, we can parse it in uniformly quadratic time.

Below, we see the definition of these grammars followed by a version of the boy-girl
grammar that is formulated within the context of the formalism we are now considering.

6.1 Definition

Here, hyperedges are seen in a slightly different manner than previously, namely as units
that connect a single source node with all of its target nodes and that is directed from the
former to the latter. Formally, let H be a hypergraph and let e ∈ EH . We denote the first
element v0 of attH(e) by srcH(e) and call it the source of e. The sequence remaining after
removing v0 from attH(e) is called the sequence of targets of e and is denoted by tarH(e).
Moreover, the first element v0 of extH is denoted by root(H), and removing v0 from extH
yields ext−H .

For v ∈VH , the number of hyperedges such that srcH(e) = v is called the out-degree of
v, and the number of hyperedges such that v occurs in the sequence tarH(e) is called the
in-degree of v; here, a leaf node is a node with out-degree zero, and a root is a node with
in-degree zero. A path in H is a sequence e0e1...ek−1 of hyperedges such that srcH(ei) can
be found in tarH(ei−1) for i = {1, ...,k−1}, and if srcH(e0) is a target of ek−1, the path is a
cycle. If H does not contain any cycles, we call it a directed acyclic (hyper)graph (DAG).
The definition of a DAG grammar follows.
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Chapter 6. Restricted DAG Grammars

Definition 6.1.1 (DAG grammar). A DAG grammar is an HRG G = (Σ,N,R,S) that sat-
isfies the following two conditions: (1) for every rule (A•→H)∈ RG , root(H) is the unique
root of H, and (2) all nodes in ext−H are leaf nodes of H.

A graph generated by a DAG grammar is always acyclic and consists of a single com-
ponent which has a unique root. Next, we will see a number of restrictions being added
to the DAG grammars that allow for the polynomial parsing, but first we need to introduce
some additional notation.

Let H be a DAG and let v,v′ ∈ VH . We say that v is a descendant of v′ and that v′ is an
ancestor of v if v = v′ or if there is a path e0...ek−1 in H containing at least one hyperedge
such that v is in tarH(ek−1) and v′ = srcH(e0). In addition, let v and v′ be leaf nodes. A
common ancestor hyperedge of v and v′ is a hyperedge e with tarH(e) = w for which there
are u and u′ in w such that v and v′ are descendants of u and u′, respectively. Moreover,
e is the closest common ancestor hyperedge of v and v′ if there is no hyperedge e′ with
srcH(e′) in w that is also a common ancestor hyperedge of v and v′. Note that v and v′

can have several closest common ancestor hyperedges in H. Now, we can define a partial
ordering �H of the leaf nodes of H. Let EC ⊆ EH be the set of all closest common ancestor
hyperedges for v and v′, let u be an ancestor of v, and let w,w′ ∈ V~H . Then we say that
v�H v′ if, for every e ∈ EC, tarH(e) can be written as wuw′ such that w does not contain any
ancestors of v′.

Given a partial ordering � of a set V , we say that v0...vk−1 ∈ V~ respects � if vi � v j

implies that i≤ j for i, j ∈ {0, ...,k−1}.

Definition 6.1.2 (Restricted DAG grammar). Let G be a DAG grammar, and call a rule
A• → H where H consists of exactly two hyperedges e0 and e1 for which labelH(e0) =
labelH(e1) = A, srcH(e0) = srcH(e1) and tarH(e0) = tarH(e1) a clone rule. Then G is a
restricted DAG grammar if for every rule (A• → H) ∈ RG that is not a clone rule, the
following conditions are fulfilled:

1. If a node v of H has in-degree larger than one, then v is a leaf.

2. Every hyperedge e ∈ EH with labelH(e) ∈ NG satisfies srcH(e) 6= root(H), and all
nodes in tarH(e) are leaf nodes.

3. Every node v ∈VH has in-degree at most one, and if it is a leaf node of in-degree one,
then v ∈ ext−H or its incoming hyperedge is terminal.

4. The order �H is total on the leaf nodes of VH and is respected by ext−H .

Finally, we will see the normal form for restricted DAG grammars. The existence of
a normal form does not only facilitate the construction of proofs for properties of these
grammars, but we can also easily tell that a grammar is indeed a restricted DAG grammar if
it is on the below normal form.

Definition 6.1.3 (Normal form for restricted DAGs). Let G be a restricted DAG grammar.
Then G is on normal form if each of its rules (A•→H)∈ RG has one of the following forms.

1. (A•→ H) ∈ RG is a clone rule.

2. H has only one hyperedge e for which labelH(e) is terminal.

3. The length of the longest path of H is 2, the hyperedge e with srcH(e) = root(H) is
terminal, and all other hyperedges in EH are nonterminal.
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root3

want

arg0arg1

believe

arg0arg1

boy girl

Figure 6.1: An AMR in the form of a DAG that represents the meaning “The boy wants to
believe the girl”. The attachment of every hyperedge e is such that src(e) is drawn above its
label, and the node sequence tar(e) is drawn from left to right below its label. In particular,
for every e labelled arg0arg1, tar(e) is such that its first node is the target of the relation
arg0 and the second and last one is the target of the relation arg1.

6.2 A Restricted DAG Boy-Girl Grammar

Since restricted DAGs can only have one root, we cannot simulate node labels using unary
hyperedges. Therefore, we must represent the AMRs as hypergraphs in another way than
was done in the case of the PTD parsable boy-girl grammar. As a result of this, we split
the labelled nodes (the concepts) up into two nodes connected by a binary hyperedge.
Moreover, each combination of relations is represented by a single hyperedge e for which
rank(e) ≥ 2; this must be done since there cannot be a non-clone rule in which there is a
node with out-degree larger than one. Analogous to the example grammar in [5], in order
to have true leaf nodes, we let the source of each of the boy and girl labelled hyperedges
be a node that has the root marking hyperedge as its source. An example of an AMR that
has this form can be seen in Figure 6.1.

As in the previous cases, the grammar is built by considering the allowed combinations
of concepts and relations and then adding rules until all the combinations have been covered.
The entire grammar can be found in Appendix A.3 and is simply a variation of the one in [5].
It can easily be checked that it is in fact a restricted DAG grammar since it is on normal form.
(In addition, the grammar was tested for PTD parsability, but failed the analysis.) A subset
of the grammar rules is illustrated below; as previously, tar(e) is shown from left to right.
Due to the similarity with the PTD parsable boy-girl grammar, we do not show an example
derivation using the restricted DAG boy-girl grammar.
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(a) ::=Z

root

B S+′ S+ S+′ G

(b) ::=S+

S+

want

S+

believe

S+ S+

(c) ::=S arg0arg1

V

arg1

V

arg0arg1

V

arg0arg1

(d) ::=V

S

want

S

believe

In this case, as opposed to the case of the PTD parsable grammar, it is possible to add
rules such that we can use the concepts want and believe as leaf nodes. They would simply
be added and handled in exactly the same way as boy and girl. However, this will not be
done here since the increase in the number of possible combinations causes the number of
rules to be rather large.
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7 Discussion

In this section, the two formalisms studied in this report are compared by initially reasoning
about how well they represent AMRs and how the addition of more concepts and relations
affect the size and complexity of the grammars; this is followed by a discussion of the notion
of AMRs, and in particular, their minimality. Finally, we mention a number of alternative
formalisms. Before moving on to the comparison, however, we want to stress that this study
is very limited by its nature considering the narrow boy-girl domain used throughout.

7.1 Representing AMRs

The PTD parsable grammars have the advantage that an AMR can be represented without
hyperedges of rank larger than two, and node labels can be simulated using unary labelled
hyperedges. Although the DAG representation used in the restricted DAG grammar case
can easily be translated into graphs without such hyperedges by for each attachment adding
a new directed edge, and the double nodes needed for labelling concepts could be replaced
with a single node with a unary hyperedge, the representation is problematic in other ways.
For example, an extra root hyperedge of which the leaf nodes in their turn have to be de-
scendants is forced; this is not good from a parsing point of view. An idea would be to allow
node labels, but then the rules (b) and (d) in Section 6.2 would not be valid any more. The
question is if the restricted DAG grammar definition could be altered somehow to adapt to
the addition of node labels, still allowing the needed rules.

7.2 Grammar Extension

In Section 5.4, we saw that adding rules to the PTD parsable boy-girl grammar for allowing
the concepts want and believe as leaf nodes removes its PTD parsability property, and
we concluded that this was because of the PTD analysis not being able to separate the
different cases of rule application resulting in the same collection of terminal edge labels.
By inspection, we can easily see that this will not be a problem when having identified the
nodes during the actual parsing procedure, but the question is if there is a way to alter the
PTD analysis in order for it to also be able to recognise this fact. Moreover, in Section 6.2,
it was concluded that the corresponding leaf node addition could in fact be done for the
restricted boy-girl DAG grammar, which shows that this formalism is at least slightly better
for AMR generation in this particular case. This is also supported by the fact that the parsing
for restricted DAG grammars is faster if the grammar analysis for PTD parsable grammars
is taken into account, although they are somewhat trickier to construct. Note that it does
not matter that the restricted DAG version of the boy-girl grammar is not PTD parsable
since this is only due to the PTD parsing algorithm not being able to assume the same graph
structure properties as the restricted DAG parsing algorithm exploit.
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Chapter 7. Discussion

We saw in Sections 5.4 and 6.2 that the addition of two leaf nodes to either of the
grammars causes the number of rules of the grammar in question to grow with the number
of additional valid combinations of concepts and relations. This kind of growth is hard to
avoid since we want to cover all cases without over-generating. When extending the domain
to all existing concepts and relations, the challenging task seems in fact to become that of
limiting the usage of relations such that each concept-representing node has valid incoming
and outgoing edges. For this, we propose the usage of hyperedges as in Chapter 6 in which
the attachment represents a valid set of outgoing hyperedges for a certain concept. Then
all valid combinations of outgoing relations for a concept could be represented by such a
relational hyperedge each, and the grammar rules could make sure that a concept is always
added together with one of its valid relational hyperedges. Moreover, in order to control
the incoming edges, one could define categories of concepts – in practice represented by
different nonterminal hyperedges, each corresponding to a particular relation, which is then
a valid incoming relation to all of the concepts in the category.

7.3 Validity and Minimality of AMRs

In Section 5.1 we saw that the boy-girl grammar can generate disconnected AMRs, and we
noted that the AMR in Figure 5.2, which is minimal with respect to the number of nodes,
cannot be generated, whereas the non-minimal AMR in Figure 5.3 representing the same
meaning can. In fact, as seen in Sections 5.2 and 5.3, the boy-girl grammar generates graphs
in which only the leaf nodes can have several incoming edges. These two observations lead
to the question of how AMRs should be defined, and what restrictions they and their gen-
eration should have. Since the generation of disconnected AMRs is more or less equivalent
to generating several AMRs using the same grammar, allowing it or not is purely a matter
of taste. Regarding the minimal AMRs, however, we find it reasonable that they should
be included, otherwise AMRs will in a sense not be any different from the trees used for
syntactic parsing. In fact, one can argue that it should by definition be required that AMRs
are always minimal since this would cause the same meaning to always be represented as
the exact same AMR. Moreover, applications regarding their comparison and parsing would
then be made easier, and thereby faster.

A further extension of the boy-girl grammar with the objective to include all minimal
AMRs over the boy-girl domain in the language defined by it can probably not be done
since it would most likely require infinitely many rules. Intuitively, this is because we would
need to keep track of every new node that is generated in the derivation process such that
edges can be added to it from all previously generated nodes. In order to achieve this, each
intermediate step of the derivation in which a particular number of nodes are controlled
must be regarded by having at least one rule corresponding to each possible number of
nodes. Since an AMR can be made indefinitely large, we would get an infinite number of
rules (i.e., if we do not limit the AMR size). This can be compared to the case of the boy-
girl grammar in which the only nodes we keep track of and can add edges to throughout
the generation are the ones labelled boy and girl, which yields a constant number of rules
regardless of the size of the resulting AMR. The above reasoning holds for the case of
restricted DAG grammars as well.
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7.4. Alternative Formalisms

7.4 Alternative Formalisms

We believe that the problems prohibiting the generation of minimal AMRs could be relieved
by the usage of contextual HRGs [13, 12]. These grammars are characterised by their abil-
ity to refer to any node previously generated in the right-hand sides of their rules, which
removes the necessity of keeping track of every new node. Moreover, their non-uniform
membership problem is NP-complete, but parsing for, e.g., control flow diagrams can be
done in polynomial time, and since AMRs are intuitively not any harder, chances are good
that they can also be parsed in polynomial time.

Another alternative formalism that is interesting in the context of AMRs, and should
therefore be mentioned, is the DAG automaton [6]. Automata differs from grammars in the
sense that they recognise certain languages as opposed to generating them. This particular
type of automata recognises so-called regular DAG languages, to which AMR languages
are claimed to belong.
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8 Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented a definition of the boy-girl language and proved that the PTD parsable
boy-girl grammar generates exactly the defined language. An attempt was made to extend
the boy-girl grammar to include the occurrence of the concepts want and believe as leaf
node labels, but the resulting grammar turned out not to be PTD parsable. We conjec-
tured that this is a general problem rather than just a flaw of the particular construction
used here. Moreover, another boy-girl grammar in the form of a restricted DAG grammar
was compared to the PTD parsable one. We noted that the PTD parsable grammar is not a
restricted DAG grammar, and that the restricted DAG grammar is not PTD parsable. More-
over, although the PTD parsable grammars have a lot of advantages over the restricted DAG
grammars in general, the latter has turned out to be more expressive (and to prefer) in the
context of boy-girl AMRs; in particular, they allow the addition of want and believe as
leaf concepts and are parsable in uniformly quadratic time.

Future work include removing the apparent limitation of this study posed by the small
domain by investigating the difficulties that emerge when expanding a grammar to include
a more complex combination of concepts and relations. Moreover, we want to consider
contextual HRGs for the generation of minimal AMRs – possibly through an expansion of
restricted DAG grammars with the contextual property. Furthermore, efforts to extend both
PTD parsable grammars and restricted DAG grammars should be made with the objective
to remove some of their limitations concerning AMR generation. One of the possibilities
for extension is to add weights (perhaps in the form of probabilities) to the grammars. Fi-
nally, there are naturally a number of interesting NLP applications of which one is machine
learning through the determination of the rules (or weights) of a grammar.
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A Grammars

The below grammars use the same file format. The nodes are indicated by letters and each
hyperedge label is initially stated with its rank (within parentheses). The | symbols separate
right-hand sides. The attachment of each hyperedge in a rule is decided by the node tuple
following its label. The node tuple on each left-hand side decides the sequence of external
nodes (which is naturally the same for all its associated right-hand sides).

A.1 The Boy-Girl Grammar

Here, the boy-girl grammar is presented in its original form.

1 grammar WantBelieve2
2 node X;
3 terminal boy(1), girl(1),
4 arg0(2), arg1(2), stmt(1), want(1), believe(1);
5 nonterminal Z(0),
6 A(3), ‘A’‘(2),
7 A0(3), A1(3), ‘A1 ’‘(2),
8 S(3), ‘S’‘(2),
9 ‘S+‘(2), ‘S+’‘(1),

10 V(1);
11 start Z;
12
13 Z() ::= boy(y) girl(z) ‘S+‘(y,z) [ init1 ]
14 | boy(y) ‘S+’‘(y) [ init2 ]
15 | girl(y) ‘S+’‘(y) [ init3 ]
16 ‘S+‘(y,z) ::= S(x,y,z) [ ‘pS+1‘ ]
17 | S(x,y,z) ‘S+‘(y,z) [ ‘pS+2‘ ]
18 ‘S+’‘(y) ::= ‘S’‘(x,y) [ ‘pS+’1‘ ]
19 | ‘S’‘(x,y) ‘S+’‘(y) [ ‘pS+’2‘ ]
20 S(x,y,z) ::= stmt(x) V(x) A(x,y,z) [ pS ]
21 ‘S’‘(x,y) ::= stmt(x) V(x) ‘A’‘(x,y) [ ‘pS’‘ ]
22 A(x,y,z) ::= A0(x,y,z) [ pA1 ]
23 | A1(x,y,z) [ pA2 ]
24 | A0(x,y,z) A1(x,y,z) [ pA3 ]
25 A0(x,y,z) ::= arg0(x,y) [ pA01 ]
26 | arg0(x,z) [ pA02 ]
27 A1(x,y,z) ::= arg1(x,y) [ pA11 ]
28 | arg1(x,z) [ pA12 ]
29 | arg1(x,u) V(u) A(u,y,z) [ pA13 ]
30 ‘A’‘(x,y) ::= arg0(x,y) [ ‘pA’1‘ ]
31 | ‘A1’‘(x,y) [ ‘pA’2‘ ]
32 | arg0(x,y) ‘A1’‘(x,y) [ ‘pA’3‘ ]
33 ‘A1’‘(x,y) ::= arg1(x,y) [ ‘pA1 ’1‘ ]
34 | arg1(x,u) V(u) ‘A’‘(u,y) [ ‘pA1 ’2‘ ]
35 V(x) ::= believe(x) [ pV1 ]
36 | want(x) [ pV2 ]
37 end
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A.2 The Extended Boy-Girl Grammar

Below is the extended boy-girl grammar that allows want and believe as leaf nodes. It is
not PTD parsable.

1 grammar WantBelieve2
2 node X;
3 terminal boy(1), girl(1),
4 arg0(2), arg1(2),
5 stmt(1),
6 want(1), believe(1);
7 nonterminal Z(0),
8 ‘S1+‘(1), ‘S1+’‘(1), ‘S2+‘(2), ‘S2+’‘(2),
9 ‘S3+‘(3), ‘S3+’‘(3), ‘S4+‘(4),

10 S1(2), ‘S1 ’‘(2), S2(3), ‘S2 ’‘(3),
11 S3(4), ‘S3 ’‘(4), S4(5),
12 A1(2), ‘A1+‘(2), ‘A1 ’‘(2),
13 A2(3), ‘A2 -0‘(3), ‘A2 -1‘(3),
14 ‘A2 ’‘(3), ‘A2-0’‘(2), ‘A2-1’‘(3),
15 A3(4), ‘A3 -0‘(3), ‘A3 -1‘(4),
16 ‘A3 ’‘(4), ‘A3-0’‘(2), ‘A3-1’‘(4),
17 A4(5), ‘A4 -0‘(3), ‘A4 -1‘(5),
18 V(1);
19 start Z;
20
21 Z() ::= boy(y) girl(z) want(u) believe(v) ‘S4+‘(y,z,u,v) [ init1 ]
22 | boy(y) girl(z) want(u) ‘S3+‘(y,z,u) [ init2 ]
23 | boy(y) girl(z) believe(u) ‘S3+‘(y,z,u) [ init3 ]
24 | boy(y) want(z) believe(u) ‘S3+’‘(y,z,u) [ init4 ]
25 | girl(y) want(z) believe(u) ‘S3+’‘(y,z,u) [ init5 ]
26 | boy(y) girl(z) ‘S2+‘(y,z) [ init6 ]
27 | boy(y) want(z) ‘S2+’‘(y,z) [ init7 ]
28 | boy(y) believe(z) ‘S2+’‘(y,z) [ init8 ]
29 | girl(y) want(z) ‘S2+’‘(y,z) [ init9 ]
30 | girl(y) believe(z) ‘S2+’‘(y,z) [ init10 ]
31 | boy(y) ‘S1+‘(y) [ init11 ]
32 | girl(y) ‘S1+‘(y) [ init12 ]
33 | want(y) ‘S1+’‘(y) [ init13 ]
34 | believe(y) ‘S1+’‘(y) [ init14 ]
35 ‘S1+‘(y) ::= S1(x,y) [ ‘pS1+1‘ ]
36 | S1(x,y) ‘S1+‘(y) [ ‘pS1+2‘ ]
37 ‘S1+’‘(y) ::= ‘S1’‘(x,y) [ ‘pS1+’1‘ ]
38 | ‘S1’‘(x,y) ‘S1+’‘(y) [ ‘pS1+’2‘ ]
39 ‘S2+‘(y,z) ::= S2(x,y,z) [ ‘pS2+1‘ ]
40 | S2(x,y,z) ‘S2+‘(y,z) [ ‘pS2+2‘ ]
41 ‘S2+’‘(y,z) ::= ‘S2’‘(x,y,z) [ ‘pS2+’1‘ ]
42 | ‘S2’‘(x,y,z) ‘S2+’‘(y,z) [ ‘pS2+’2‘ ]
43 ‘S3+‘(y,z,u) ::= S3(x,y,z,u) [ ‘pS3+1‘ ]
44 | S3(x,y,z,u) ‘S3+‘(y,z,u) [ ‘pS3+2‘ ]
45 ‘S3+’‘(y,z,u) ::= ‘S3’‘(x,y,z,u) [ ‘pS3+’1‘ ]
46 | ‘S3’‘(x,y,z,u) ‘S3+’‘(y,z,u) [ ‘pS3+’2‘ ]
47 ‘S4+‘(y,z,u,v) ::= S4(x,y,z,u,v) [ ‘pS4+1‘ ]
48 | S4(x,y,z,u,v) ‘S4+‘(y,z,u,v) [ ‘pS4+2‘ ]
49 S1(x,y) ::= stmt(x) V(x) A1(x,y) [ ‘pS1‘ ]
50 ‘S1’‘(x,y) ::= stmt(x) V(x) ‘A1’‘(x,y) [ ‘pS1’‘ ]
51 S2(x,y,z) ::= stmt(x) V(x) A2(x,y,z) [ ‘pS2‘ ]
52 ‘S2’‘(x,y,z) ::= stmt(x) V(x) ‘A2’‘(x,y,z) [ ‘pS2’‘ ]
53 S3(x,y,z,u) ::= stmt(x) V(x) A3(x,y,z,u) [ ‘pS3‘ ]
54 ‘S3’‘(x,y,z,u) ::= stmt(x) V(x) ‘A3’‘(x,y,z,u) [ ‘pS3’‘ ]
55 S4(x,y,z,u,v) ::= stmt(x) V(x) A4(x,y,z,u,v) [ ‘pS4‘ ]
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56 A1(x,y) ::= arg0(x,y) [ pA11 ]
57 | ‘A1+‘(x,y) [ pA12 ]
58 | arg0(x,y) ‘A1+‘(x,y) [ pA13 ]
59 ‘A1+‘(x,y) ::= arg1(x,y) [ ‘pA1+1‘ ]
60 | arg1(x,w) V(w) A1(w,y) [ ‘pA1+2‘ ]
61 ‘A1’‘(x,y) ::= arg1(x,y) [ ‘pA1 ’1‘ ]
62 | arg1(x,w) V(w) ‘A1’‘(w,y) [ ‘pA1 ’2‘ ]
63 A2(x,y,z) ::= ‘A2-0‘(x,y,z) [ pA21 ]
64 | ‘A2-1‘(x,y,z) [ pA22 ]
65 | ‘A2-0‘(x,y,z) ‘A2-1‘(x,y,z) [ pA23 ]
66 ‘A2-0‘(x,y,z) ::= arg0(x,y) [ ‘pA2 -01‘ ]
67 | arg0(x,z) [ ‘pA2 -02‘ ]
68 ‘A2-1‘(x,y,z) ::= arg1(x,y) [ ‘pA2 -11‘ ]
69 | arg1(x,z) [ ‘pA2 -12‘ ]
70 | arg1(x,w) V(w) A2(w,y,z) [ ‘pA2 -13‘ ]
71 ‘A2’‘(x,y,z) ::= ‘A2-0’‘(x,y) [ ‘pA2 ’1‘ ]
72 | ‘A2-1’‘(x,y,z) [ ‘pA2 ’2‘ ]
73 | ‘A2-0’‘(x,y) ‘A2-1’‘(x,y,z) [ ‘pA2 ’3‘ ]
74 ‘A2-0’‘(x,y) ::= arg0(x,y) [ ‘pA2 -0’‘ ]
75 ‘A2-1’‘(x,y,z) ::= arg1(x,y) [ ‘pA2 -1’1‘ ]
76 | arg1(x,z) [ ‘pA2 -1’2‘ ]
77 | arg1(x,w) V(w) ‘A2’‘(w,y,z) [ ‘pA2 -1’3‘ ]
78 A3(x,y,z,u) ::= ‘A3-0‘(x,y,z) [ pA31 ]
79 | ‘A3-1‘(x,y,z,u) [ pA32 ]
80 | ‘A3-0‘(x,y,z) ‘A3-1‘(x,y,z,u) [ pA33 ]
81 ‘A3-0‘(x,y,z) ::= arg0(x,y) [ ‘pA3 -01‘ ]
82 | arg0(x,z) [ ‘pA3 -02‘ ]
83 ‘A3-1‘(x,y,z,u) ::= arg1(x,y) [ ‘pA3 -11‘ ]
84 | arg1(x,z) [ ‘pA3 -12‘ ]
85 | arg1(x,u) [ ‘pA3 -13‘ ]
86 | arg1(x,w) V(w) A3(w,y,z,u) [ ‘pA3 -14‘ ]
87 ‘A3’‘(x,y,z,u) ::= ‘A3-0’‘(x,y) [ ‘pA31 ’‘ ]
88 | ‘A3-1’‘(x,y,z,u) [ ‘pA32 ’‘ ]
89 | ‘A3-0’‘(x,y) ‘A3-1’‘(x,y,z,u) [ ‘pA33 ’‘ ]
90 ‘A3-0’‘(x,y) ::= arg0(x,y) [ ‘pA3 -0’1‘ ]
91 ‘A3-1’‘(x,y,z,u) ::= arg1(x,y) [ ‘pA3 -1’1‘ ]
92 | arg1(x,z) [ ‘pA3 -1’2‘ ]
93 | arg1(x,u) [ ‘pA3 -1’3‘ ]
94 | arg1(x,w) V(w) ‘A3’‘(w,y,z,u) [ ‘pA3 -1’4‘ ]
95 A4(x,y,z,u,v) ::= ‘A4-0‘(x,y,z) [ pA41 ]
96 | ‘A4-1‘(x,y,z,u,v) [ pA42 ]
97 | ‘A4-0‘(x,y,z) ‘A4-1‘(x,y,z,u,v) [ pA43 ]
98 ‘A4-0‘(x,y,z) ::= arg0(x,y) [ ‘pA4 -01‘ ]
99 | arg0(x,z) [ ‘pA4 -02‘ ]

100 ‘A4-1‘(x,y,z,u,v) ::= arg1(x,y) [ ‘pA4 -11‘ ]
101 | arg1(x,z) [ ‘pA4 -12‘ ]
102 | arg1(x,u) [ ‘pA4 -13‘ ]
103 | arg1(x,v) [ ‘pA4 -14‘ ]
104 | arg1(x,w) V(w) A4(w,y,z,u,v) [ ‘pA4 -15‘ ]
105 V(x) ::= want(x) [ pV1 ]
106 | believe(x) [ pV2 ]
107 end
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A.3 The Restricted DAG Boy-Girl Grammar

In this case, the nodes representing concepts are split in two with a binary hyperedge con-
necting them. Moreover, the relations now have the form of hyperedges of rank 2 or greater.
Note that more than one root in a graph not being allowed yields that several root terminals
are needed in order to cover all the cases.

1 grammar WantBelieve2
2 node X;
3 terminal root5(6), root4(5), root3(4), root2(3),
4 boy(2), girl(2),
5 want(2), believe(2),
6 arg0(2), arg1(2), arg0arg1(3);
7 nonterminal Z(1),
8 ‘S+‘(3), ‘S+’‘(2),
9 S(3), ‘S’‘(2),

10 V(3), ‘V’‘(2),
11 B(2), G(2);
12 start Z;
13
14 Z(a)::=root5(a,b,c,d,e,f) B(b,g) G(f,h) ‘S+’‘(c,g) ‘S+’‘(e,h) ‘S+‘(d,g

,h) [ init1 ]
15 | root4(a,b,c,d,e) B(b,f) G(e,g) ‘S+’‘(c,f) ‘S+’‘(d,g) [ init2 ]
16 | root4(a,b,c,d,e) B(b,f) G(e,g) ‘S+’‘(c,f) ‘S+‘(d,f,g) [ init3 ]
17 | root4(a,b,c,d,e) B(b,f) G(e,g) ‘S+’‘(d,g) ‘S+‘(c,f,g) [ init4 ]
18 | root3(a,b,c,d) B(b,e) G(d,f) ‘S+‘(c,e,f) [ init5 ]
19 | root2(a,b,c) B(b,d) ‘S+’‘(c,d) [ init6 ]
20 | root2(a,b,c) G(c,d) ‘S+’‘(b,d) [ init7 ]
21 ‘S+‘(a,b,c) ::= want(a,d) S(d,b,c) [ ‘pS+1‘ ]
22 | believe(a,d) S(d,b,c) [ ‘pS+2‘ ]
23 | ‘S+‘(a,b,c) ‘S+‘(a,b,c) [ ‘pS+3‘ ]
24 ‘S+’‘(a,b) ::= want(a,c) ‘S’‘(c,b) [ ‘pS+’1‘ ]
25 | believe(a,c) ‘S’‘(c,b) [ ‘pS+’2‘ ]
26 | ‘S+’‘(a,b) ‘S+’‘(a,b) [ ‘pS+’3‘ ]
27 S(a,b,c) ::= arg0arg1(a,b,c) [ pS1 ]
28 | arg0arg1(a,c,b) [ pS2 ]
29 | arg0arg1(a,b,d) ‘V’‘(d,c) [ pS3 ]
30 | arg0arg1(a,d,c) ‘V’‘(d,b) [ pS4 ]
31 | arg1(a,d) V(d,b,c) [ pS5 ]
32 | arg0arg1(a,b,d) V(d,b,c) [ pS6 ]
33 | arg0arg1(a,d,c) V(d,b,c) [ pS7 ]
34 ‘S’‘(a,b) ::= arg0(a,b) [ ‘pS’1‘ ]
35 | arg1(a,b) [ ‘pS’2‘ ]
36 | arg1(a,c) ‘V’‘(c,b) [ ‘pS’3‘ ]
37 V(a,b,c) ::= want(a,d) S(d,b,c) [ pV1 ]
38 | believe(a,d) S(d,b,c) [ pV2 ]
39 ‘V’‘(a,b) ::= want(a,c) ‘S’‘(c,b) [ ‘pV’1‘ ]
40 | believe(a,c) ‘S’‘(c,b) [ ‘pV’1‘ ]
41 B(a,b) ::= boy(a,b) [ pB ]
42 G(a,b) ::= girl(a,b) [ pG ]
43 end
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